
FROM THE BASICS TO FANTASY 

This was to have been the issue of MEJ on Politics and the English 

Teacher, but it ' seems that not many teachers are concerned about such 

problems as the threat of mandatory testing and curriculum, tenure or 

accountability. We did receive two articles on falling standardized test 

scores. Perhaps a news item from the .latest Council-Grams will jar some of 

you to write for a later issue. "At a conference of state school superintendents 

held in mid-November, Owen B. Kiernan, executive director of the ••• National 

Association of School Principals, predicted that all 50 states will decide within 

18 months to require students to pass minimum competency tests in reading, 

writing, and mathematics." Dr. Kiernan further said, " ••• an army of [parents] 

will march on the courts of the country, arguing that we have perpetrated a 

fraud because we have not taught their children the basics." 

Three articles we received did seem to form a unit. Two were concerned 

about the importance of developing or having a world of the imagination -- one, 

Ken Donelson's through the use of old-time radio scripts and the other, Theresa 

Corey's, through storytelling. These two articles lead nicely into Ruth 

Stenerson's comparison of two works, the popularity of which have demonstrated 

clearly that the world of fantasy does not end when childhood does. Perhaps, 

after all, the need for fantasy is a "basic." 

The spring issue will stress reading -- programs, problems, successes -

at all levels. Write us your thoughts or tell us your needs. Maybe someone 

has an answer to them. 
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Ail OBIT FOR :!CGUFFEY : L\3GUAGE A.'ID THE }IEDIA 

Julie Carson 
Unive rsity of :-linnesota, '.1inneapolis 

Li ke you, I have :.ieen reading voluminous reports in ne•·1s-

papers and journals and 1~atching television faatures about the 

decline in student literacy and I've heard ti1e consequent er~, t:1at 

sc:1001 systems, colleges and universities get "back to basics." I've 

even read of a little schoolilouse in ,linnesota :there the :kGuffey 

reader has been adopted in ·.~i1at I consider d desperate and ill

advised attempt to teac~ students to read and write better. 

f.lcSuffey is a famous dead educator who 1ffote, beginning in 1836, 

a :;eries of graded readers. The seven Mco;uffey Eclectic Readers, 

·,1:1i ch dominated the school market for over 75 years, ernpi1asi zed 

redding , 3~el ling, punctuation and enunciation. All noble and 

11orti1y subjects, and I suppose that if one is put off by some of the 

non-traditional a,:iproaches to teaching reading and \'lriti ng, the :lcGuffey 

reader might seem a sound alternative. Reading, spelling and punc

tuation are, after al 1, "basics" and one could ali~a:,s omit the articu

lation exercises. 

Jut getting back to f.lcGu ffey's basics also means accepting a 

consistent religious and moral philosophy in all the reading excerpts , 

all clearly designed for a nineteenth-century •.1nite, Protestant, 

middle class audience; it means reinforciog sexist stereotyries on 

bot,1 male ,ind f,;male ci1ildren; it r.1eans too, one must consider the 
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